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Find the Dugong in Port Ghalib by Speed
Boat

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Everyday 8 hours 8:00 am

Are you looking for an excursion to see the Dugong in Port Ghalib? Then book this Trip Enjoy aday
snorkeling trip from Port Ghalib to Abu Dabab beach. Abu Dabbab is one of the most famous
snorkeling and dive sites in the Red Sea and in all of Egypt.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Pick up service from your hotel in
Port Ghalib or Port Ghalib
Transportation by air-conditioned
vehicle to/from your hotel in Port
Ghalib
Service charges and taxes
included
Snorkeling Guide
Snorkeling equipment-Mask and
Flippers

Personal expenses

Itinerary:

Are you looking for an excursion to see the Dugong in Port Ghalib? Then book this Trip  Enjoy
a day snorkeling trip from Port Ghalib to Abu Dabab beach. Abu Dabbab is one of the most
famous snorkeling and dive sites in the Red Sea and of all of Egypt. It is one of the few places
in the world where you can dive with the very rare and endangered Dugong aka the Sea Cow
and the Green Sea Turtles.
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 Days Table

First Day :Find the Dugong in Port Ghalib by Speed Boat

Pick up from your Hotel

We will pick you up from your hotel in Port Ghalib or Marsa Alam.
Hotels in the North or the Hotels in the south will be earlier pick up
time. with extra transfer cost. It depends on Your hotel location.

Arrival to Abu Dabab

Arrival to Abu Dabab, Abo Dabab bay is a beautiful snorkeling and
dive site in the area of  Port Ghalib  . It has Coral sides with Plenty
of Colored fish where you can Snorkel. the bay has a sandy beach
with Seagrass with crystal clear and warm water hosts a great
variety of colored fish, Green Turtles, and the endangered Dugong
that occasionally visits the sheltered bay to feed on the seagrass
receive the snorkeling equipment. 

Snorkeling from the beach

Start Snorkeling program consists of about 1 Hour.See the the
Green Sea Turtles.

Lunch Time

You can add Lunch at the beach. It will cost you between 10 Euro
to 15 Euro p.p(Optional)

The speedboat Trip to find the dugongs

Join an extra amazing trip ( look for the dugong with a speed boat
from the beach). You get more luck to see the Dugong. This trip
starts at 14:00 pm and takes about 1 hour and 30 minutes It 

Return back to your hotel

Getting Ready to Return back to your hotel in Port Ghalib Or
Marsa Alam
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Price:

 66 Dollar PER Double ($ Discount 5% ) --  70 

 59 Euro PER Transfer ( € Discount 5% ) --  63  

 53 GBP PER Transfer (£ Discount 5%) --  63  

 Discount Code "loveegypt"

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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